BUMPER SET OF A-LEVEL RESULTS FOR GRESHAM’S

Gresham’s School scored another impressive set of A-Level results with a 98.5% pass rate and 88.5% of students gaining A*-C’s despite a fall nationally in results. A number of students achieved outstanding results, which will see them take up places at some of the country’s top universities.

Douglas Robb, Headmaster-Elect, said, “I am delighted with this year’s A-Level and AS results, which is testament to the hard work and dedication of our students and their teachers. A-Levels are challenging and in this competitive market it is very pleasing to see such impressive results. I would like to wish our leavers the very best of luck in their future careers.”

Overall, 67.8% of all A-Levels were graded at A*-B. In addition, a large number of departments scored particularly well with 100% of students achieving A* to B’s in Chinese, Electronics, Japanese, Further Mathematics and Spanish, and over 90% scored A*-B’s in Art, Chemistry, Mathematics and Photography. In addition, 70.8% of AS students achieved A-C’s. Our students’ success is reflected in the diverse range of universities and colleges they will go on to study at including: University of Oxford, Durham University, Bristol University, King’s College, London and University of Leeds.

Simon Kinder, Deputy Head - Teaching and Learning, said: “These are fantastic results across the board, especially when combined with our outstanding IB Diploma results last month. It is inspiring to see our students unlocking their academic potential and achieving results that open up so many exciting pathways. The dedication of our staff and the hard work and enthusiasm of our students continue to make Gresham’s a stimulating and vibrant academic community.”

The school is delighted with these results and in particular would like to congratulate:

Clare Mawson (right) A**A**A Ship Science/Naval Architecture - University of Southampton
Alice Hare (bottom) A**A** Modern Languages - Durham University
Gregor Bailey A**A** Taking a Gap year - plans to study Chemistry
Henry Valori A**A** Architecture - Newcastle University
Lilah Colman A**A** History of Art - University of Leeds
Lucy Garside A**A**AB BSc Actuarial Sciences with a Year in Industry - University of East Anglia
Abbie Glover A**A**B Japanese - Leeds University
Henry YUNG A**A**AB Accounting and Finance - University of Warwick
Hamish McNeil Wilson A**AA Taking a gap year - plans to study BA Philosophy at Bristol University
Will Langley A**AA Chinese - University of Oxford
Layla Myers A**AA History of Art and Italian BA - Bristol University
Connie Osborne A**AA Medicine - King’s College, London
Sophia Purdy-Moore A**AA History BA - Bristol University
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